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3TH  DECEMBER

PTA  MEET ING

AT  3 :30

 

 

 

30TH  NOVEMBER

1ST  DECEMBER

CHRISTMAS

MARKET

 

26TH  NOVEMBER

EARLY  YEARS  TR IP

TO  THE  FARM

 

5TH  DECEMBER

PRIMARY  TR IP

V IATGE  A

BARCINO

 

 

 



BY  MILANA  MAL IAUKAITE

AND  SUZANNE  MCGINNIS  

 

 

EARLY  YEARS

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It is important for early

learners to begin identifying

different types of emotions

and all the ways that we can

express our feelings.

Pictured below and left -

students used their

reflections to mimic

different faces associated

with each emotion.   

We are helping our

children learn how to

follow simple

instructions. Pictured

below students are put

to the task of using a

graphic organizer to

show their

understanding of the

directions given.
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This week with our early age learners

we continued working in our

Cambridge Global English books and

focused on writing numbers and

letters. Students are also using

Montessori techniques to better

connect learning to real world

experiences.  We continue to identify

types of emotions and how we

express them.  We also continue to

provide activities that bring meaning

to the 5 senses.

 

Students continue to fine tune

their motor skills and are

improving dexterity with

writing practice.  Pictured

below, students are playing a

number game and are

beginning to identify numbers

out of order.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



BY  HELEN  SMART  

LOWER  PRIMARY

Slime is hard to describe; it's

not  a liquid, a solid or a

powder. It's definitely messy

though!
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In Topic we have been learning the names of

different parts of the house, and some of us

have ben researching motte and bailey

castles.

In Science we continued looking at mixtures,

and we made slime by mixing a powder and

a water. Together we read the instructions

about how to make it. Some students handed

in lovely homework about mixtures they had

found at home this week.

Year Three worked on bridging 10 to help

with mentl arithmetic, and Year Two have

been extending their knowledge of place

value to help them solve addition problems.

Year 1 have continued with measure and have

begun to estimate with length and distance.

The highlight of the week was obviously the

trip to Barcelona where we saw  an original

performance which included music from all

around the world. The musicians made the

sounds of the instruments with their voices

and included a lot of drama in their musical

performance. And of course, we got to see

inside the Palau de la Música Catalana which

was beautiful



 

 
BY  HARMONY  RUTHERFORD

UPPER  PRIMARY

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Our Star of the week is               

CLARA!
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In maths this week we

have been continuing to

focus on division and

multiplication. Year 4 are

working on their

timetables and year 5 are

applying the same

strategies we learned in

addition (split and jump)

to help us solve large

multiplication sums

quickly. 

 

We have begun to use our

Cambridge books

regularly in class. The

students take pride in

completing the activities

neatly in their textbooks. 

 

 

 

 

 

We have been writing our

articles for the November

Magazine. We hope you will

enjoy reading them!

 

This week during lunchtime

students had the

opportunity to join the Lego

Club. They constructed

buildings in the early years

classroom alongside

students from other year

groups.  

 

 

 

 

 

Star of the week interview

conducted by Max

What is your name? Clara

What is your favourite food?
spaghetti
What is your favourite subject
in school? I like drama because

I get to sing and dance.

Where is your favourite
animal? Dogs. I have three in

my home. 

Why do you think Harmony
choose you as the star? I was

good in the last week. I like

being the star of the week

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

On Friday we visited Palau de la

Musica Catalana in Barcelona. We

listened to music from all over

the world. The music was made

using only human voices. This

style of music, called acapella,

was fascinating! 



BY  JACK  BLOUNT

SECONDARY
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3 flag making groups

working together

outside

English Literature
We are about half way

through our first

Shakespeare play and it is

true that the language is

complicated but the story

gives us plenty of

opportunity to talk about

universal themes and gossip

about characters.

Science
The Secondary group have

been working towards their

tests for units 3 & 4, revising

their weakest points.

Secondary have been

steaming ahead very

successfully with this and

have been asking very

engaging questions about

genes and chromosomes,

which we have been able to

link with the Global

Perspective topic of "what

makes us human?" Does our

DNA make us human or is

that just a small part of it.

Erik went so far as asking

about what are Genes made

of? He learnt that genes

come in pairs and that each

piece is made up of

proteins! 

Business
We discussed very big topics

in business this week,

inluding politics, literacy,

media and education.

Based on the main sector a

society works within, you

can predict what level of

literacy and products the

society produces. This in

turn affects a countries

politics and how politicians

display themselves. If a

country is financially run

then their politicians are

more likely to base

campaigns on promises to

businesses. We try to link all

of our subjects together and

business affects everything!

Ethan, Irene and Judit

working together on

their projects.


